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KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah sent a cable of congratulations
on Thursday to Iraqi President Fuad
Masum and Prime Minister Haider Al-
Abadi on the recapture of Mosul City
from the so-called Islamic State (IS).

In the cable, His Highness the Amir
expressed his hope that Allah
Almighty would help Iraq restore sta-
bility and security across the country,
and enable the Iraqi people to meet
their aspirations. His Highness the
Amir stressed Kuwait’s stance reject-
ing terrorism in all its forms and mani-
festations.

His Highness the Amir also affirmed
Kuwait’s solidarity with the interna-
tional community to combat terrorism
and dry up the sources of its finance,
and the country’s support for Iraq in
all measures taken to counter terrorist
acts aiming to tamper with its stability
and security. In addition, His Highness
the Deputy Amir and Crown Prince
Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah, and His Highness the Prime
Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah sent similar cables. 

Meanwhile, National Assembly

Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem on
Friday sent a cable of congratulations
to Iraqi counterpart Dr Saleem Al-
Jbouri on the recapturing of Mosul. In
the cable, Ghanem voiced trust of the
capability of Iraqis to carry on with
safeguarding their country’s stability.
He also stressed Kuwait ’s stance
rejecting terrorism in all its forms and
manifestations. — KUNA
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KUWAIT: National Guard Chief Sheikh
Salem Al-Ali Al-Sabah lauded yesterday the
sacrifices and efforts of the National
Guard’s members in serving Kuwait for 50
years. Kuwait National Guard (KNG) had
exerted great efforts in defending the
country against the Iraqi Invasion in 1990,
said Sheikh Salem in a special publication
to celebrate KNG’s golden jubilee.

Meanwhile, KNG’s Deputy Chief Sheikh
Meshal Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah said

the National Guard had prominently devel-
oped on all levels over the years. Those
include administrative services, security,
sports, and healthcare, he added.  The pub-
lication presents the efforts and work of
KNG from 1967 to 2017 and its establish-
ment history during the era of former Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Salem Al-Sabah. It also
tells the efforts of KNG founder and Chief
Sheikh Salem Al-Ali Al-Sabah in developing
the military body. — KUNA

Kuwait National Guard
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The cover of a special publication to celebrate Kuwait National Guard’s golden jubilee.

By Faten Omar

KUWAIT: As the summer travel
season approaches, the French
Embassy to Kuwait held a press
conference on Thursday to high-
light the visa procedures for trav-
elers to France this summer in
order to help them avoid delays
or rejections. Capago
International has been mandated
by the French Embassy in Kuwait
to process all applications for
Schengen visas by Kuwaiti
nationals and permanent resi-
dents wishing to visit France and
French overseas territories. 

“25,000 visas have been issued
since the beginning of 2017,”
French Ambassador Christian
Nakhla said. “The percentage of
rejected applications reached less
than one percent for Kuwaitis and
two percent for expats. We want
Kuwaitis, non-Kuwaitis and even
bedoons to be excited about
traveling to France and be sure
that the visa will be ready for
them without any complications.”

During the summer season,

travelers used to take appoint-
ments by calling the embassy,
but now, people do not need to
book an appointment anymore
to apply for a visa to France. “We
now work on a first come first
serve basis,” Nakhla added.
“ Travelers should refer to the
indicative waiting time that is dis-
played on our Instagram’s
account where they can know
when is the best time for them to
apply for their visa. The waiting
time is updated on a weekly
basis, where red means long wait,
while green indicates the best
time to apply from 8:30 am to
4:30 pm.” 

About the procedres, the
ambassador confirmed that the
tickets are obligatory to get a
French visa to make sure that
France is the single or main desti-
nation. If the main destination in
Schengen is not determined, the
point of entry into the Schengen
area becomes France by default.
The ambassador added that the
hotel reservation is not a neces-
sary condition anymore. The visa

application only requires the
passport, ticket, insurance and
two passport size photos, he
explained.

For housemaids, Nakhla point-
ed out that the maids must travel
with the sponsor. “We accept the
visa for a maid if she is working
for the family for more than one
year, and the number of servants
should be proportional to the
number of family members. It
looks suspicious if one person is
traveling with three maids,” he
said. After an application for
Schengen visa has been submit-
ted, processing normally takes
less than 48 hours if the applicant
is a Kuwaiti national or up to 15
days if the applicant has a differ-
ent nationality to receive the nec-
essary clearances. “Travelers may
receive a short message on their
phone to know that their visa is
ready or they can receive their
passport through DHL delivered
to their homes,” he said.

For Kuwaitis who have the
new electronic passport but they
have the Schengen visa for

France in their old one, Nakhla
explained that they should travel
with both the old passport that
contains the valid visa and the
new one. The ambassador further
noted that France is the world’s
top tourist destination, with more
than 80 million tourists, which
shows why France takes all the
security measures.  

Ambassador explains visa
conditions to travel to France

KUWAIT: French Ambassador
Christian Nakhla speaks during a
press conference on Thursday. 
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BRUSSELS: The European Union (EU) on Friday
reiterated ‘full support’ to Kuwaiti efforts to put
an end to the Gulf crisis within the framework
of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC). This
came in a joint statement issued following talks
between EU High Representative for Foreign
Affairs and Security Policy Federica Mogherini
and Kuwaiti Minister of State for Cabinet Affairs
and Acting Minister of Information Sheikh
Mohammad Abdullah Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah in
Dubrovnik in Croatia.

“[Mogherini] expressed the EU’s full support
for the efforts of His Highness the Amir of
Kuwait (Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah) to heal the rift in relations between
some Gulf countries and reduce tension in the
region as a whole,” said the statement. During
the meeting, which was attended by Kuwaiti
Ambassador to Belgium Jassem Al-Budaiwi,
they discussed the latest developments of the

Gulf crisis and the perspectives for overcoming
current tensions, according to the statement.

Mogherini and Sheikh Mohammad “expect
all parties involved to reduce tension and to
engage urgently in a dialogue to resolve their
differences,” it added.  They reiterated the
importance of the unity and stability of the Gulf
region, emphasizing that a solution should be
found within the framework of the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC), and discussed ways
in which the EU could best support this work.
In particular, they stressed that it was impor-
tant to avoid other regions being drawn into
this dispute. Sheikh Mohammad shared with
Mogherini the elements of the mediation that
Kuwait has been undertaking. They agreed to
continue working in close cooperation for the
swiftest possible resolution of the situation.
Sheikh Mohammad Al-Abdullah is in Croatia as
par t of a tour that has taken him to

Washington, London, Paris and Berlin within
the framework of Kuwait’s efforts to resolve the
Gulf crisis.

In Washington, the Kuwaiti official held talk
with US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, calling
on all parties to exercise restraint to allow for
productive diplomatic discussions in the GCC.
Also in Washington, Sheikh Mohammad
Abdullah Al-Mubarak met with UN Secretary
General Antonio Guterres, who lauded the
international organization’s support to Kuwaiti
mediation efforts.

In London, the Kuwaiti minister met with
British Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson, who
voiced London’s backing to Kuwaiti efforts to
put an end to the Gulf crisis, and vowed to
work with Kuwait in this regard. In Paris, he
held talks with French Foreign Minister Jean-
Yves Le Drian, who urged all parties to reduce
tension and hold dialogue. — KUNA
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Kuwait’s Minister of State for Cabinet Affairs and Acting Minister of Information Sheikh
Mohammad Al-Abdullah Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah meets with French Foreign Minister Jean-
Yves Le Drian.

British Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson
meets with Kuwaiti Minister for Cabinet
Affairs Mohammed Al-Abdullah  Al-Sabah.

German FM to visit Kuwait
as part of Gulf tour

BERLIN: Germany’s Foreign Minister Sigmar
Gabriel will visit Kuwait this week as part of
a Gulf tour. The Kuwaiti embassy in Berlin
said in a statement that Gabriel received in
Berlin last Monday Kuwait’s Minister of State
for Cabinet Affairs and Acting Minister of
Information Sheikh Mohammad Al-
Abdullah Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah.  The meet-
ing discussed means of promoting bilateral
ties.  Sheikh Mohammad Al-Abdullah is on a
tour that saw him also visiting Washington,
London and Paris, to discuss the latest
developments of the Gulf crisis.  The coun-
tries included so far in the minister’s tour

have voiced support to Kuwait’s initiative to
solve the crisis within the Gulf framework,
without interference of any external parties.

They also reiterated their commitment
to coordinate and cooperate with the State
of Kuwait in its mediation push to lessen
tension in the region.  Gabriel has recently
called for avoiding escalation, saying there
were good opportunities for a progress to
solve the crisis. The German Foreign
Ministry has recently voiced thanks to His
Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah for his mediation efforts
to conclude a solution to the crisis. —KUNA

By A Saleh

KUWAIT: A heavy attack by jellyfish was
detected during the past three days at the
inflow opening of cooling and condensing
water in Al-Zour Power Station. Assistant
Undersecretary for Power Stations at the
Ministry of Electricity and Water (MEW) Fuad
Al-Oun confirmed the news, saying that said
this phenomenon occurs every year as sea
water temperature rises. However, it was
noticed that the jellyfish numbers is much
higher this year than previous years.

There is danger that the jellyfish may block
and halt the revolving nets that filter the
water out of sea creatures and keep them
from getting into station systems, he warned,
adding that jellyfish were sucked out and kept
from blocking the nets.

Lingering issues
MP Riyadh Al-Adsani asked the govern-

ment to deal with the lingering issues and to
take reports of supervisory authorities into
consideration and stop squandering; other-
wise they will be held accountable “because
that is the core of the prime minister’s job.”
Adsani said that His Highness the Prime
Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah is
aware of the notes made by the budgets on
the KD 3.8 million that are under the ‘custody
accounts’ and should be resolved.

“We will not allow the situation to continue
and become a snowball, as things will accu-
mulate and grow, and all government depart-
ments must present documents when pay-
ments are made and adhere with the budget
rules, otherwise the prime minister will be
grilled again,” he said. Adsani gave an example

for the accumulated funds that were not set-
tled at the foreign ministry, where the closing
account for the fiscal year 2010/2011 reached
nearly KD 300 million, and reached KD 547
million in the fiscal year 2015/2016. He said
the government has an opportunity during
the summer to deal with these issues and set-
tle things with sound accounting and legal
methods.

Pay for jobs performed
Education Ministry Undersecretary Dr

Haitham Al-Athari announced the amend-
ment of the laws that regulate the use of non-
Kuwaiti employees on the “pay for jobs per-
formed” system experience, so that they can
benefit from the leaves enjoyed by those on
the second contract. Athari said the contract-
ed employees are not entitled to any leaves
or other incentives while the contract is valid.
He added that the contracted employee is
also not entitled to indemnity or any other
advantages when the contract expires other
than what is mentioned in this decision for
any reason. He said it is allowed to sign con-
tacts with bedoons, provided that they pres-
ent proof that they are registered at the cen-
tral department for remedying the status of
illegal residents, and they cannot be contract-
ed under any other contract unless they get
the security ID.

Vacant jobs
Statistic by the Civil Service Commission

showed that the number of vacant jobs in the
public sector reached 17,538. Furthermore, it
showed that the number of jobs for those
with a PhD is 13,380 for masters, 7,819 for
bachelors, 4,866 for diploma and 4,165 for

general secondary holders. Another statistic
showed that the number of those registered
at the commission on the central employ-
ment system since it opened 14 years ago
reached 2,17,770 including 1,42,993 females.
It said that 70,982 were nominated out of
74,777 males, while 1,30,782 out of 1,42,993
females were nominated.

Jellyfish attack Al-Zour Power Station

KUWAIT: A picture taken from a video circu-
lated on social media yesterday allegedly
showing jellyfish at the inflow opening of
cooling and condensing water in Al-Zour
Power Station.


